GRATA International Kazakhstan took part in the Conference: 24th Day of the German Economy in Kazakhstan

Aliya Zhumekenova, Partner and Danil Gavrin, Senior Associate of GRATA International Almaty, took part in the 24th German Economy Day in Kazakhstan “New Reality: Consequences of Sanctions and Prospects for Business”, which took place on October 6, 2022. In the framework of the conference were discussing important issues of business cooperation between Germany and Kazakhstan, as well as its future prospects, given today’s geopolitical conditions.

The organizers were the Representation of the German Economy in Central Asia and the Union of the German Economy in the Republic of Kazakhstan.

GRATA International, as a member company of the Union of the German Economy in the Republic of Kazakhstan, always pays special attention to this annual event, which allows you to meet and discuss various issues, both with their clients and new companies wishing to enter the Kazakhstan market. Our specialists are always happy to help companies from Germany, as well as local companies with a German content, in providing all the necessary support on legal and tax issues.
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